The paper contains a description of the original technique known as the Color Voltage Array (CVA) used for graphic presentation of EEG signal for both polysomnographic and EEG research. CVA uses color to present electrical voltages of particular waves in the EEG recordings calculated through the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The overnight sleep records of 56 healthy volunteers of both sexes (42 women, 14 men; aged 19-27) were analyzed in order to verify the CVA technique. The obtained results confirm the applicability of the CVA technique to the analysis of the human sleep. For analysis of the sleep process, the authors suggest using the Color Voltage Array technique together with a traditional hypnogram. The informative value of a hypnogram increases significantly when combined with CVA.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The polysomnogram is a routine recording of the human sleep run with at least electroencephalograms (EEG), electrooculograms (EOG) and electromyogram (EMG) derivations. It is presented through hypnogram which is a graphical representation of sleep. It has become an international language among sleep researchers. Hypnogram presents awakening and four stages of sleep - three Non-Rem (N1, N2, N3) and REM (R) [1]. Despite its simplicity, hypnogram bears...
a lot of disadvantages. It is difficult to present the complicated, dynamic intracerebral processes that occur during sleep via several numbers especially among people with sleep disorders. The simplifications applied when creating a traditional hypnogram are paid for dearly with a loss of parts of information included in the polysomnogram which are often of great importance. Therefore, another presentation of the process of human sleep that is going to be more accurate but simple at the same time seems advisable. That has become possible with the use of the spectral analysis of signals in sleep research.

The beginnings of the spectral analysis date back to 1822, when Fourier described the basics of mathematical analysis of functions later known as the Fourier’s spectral analysis [2]. The fundamental apparatus of the mathematical spectral analysis of signals is the Fourier series and the Fourier transform. The Fourier series are applied to periodic oscillations. However, for more complex oscillations, including EEG, the Fourier transform is more adequate.

The first person to apply the Fourier transform to record the human EEG was Dietsch (1932) [3]. He made hand-written copies of recordings largely magnified through epidiascope. With the use of a ruler, he measured the parameters of the obtained curves and calculated the coefficients of the Fourier transform. He observed higher frequencies which were not earlier known in an EEG recording.

In 1938 Grass and Gibbs applied the Fourier transform in the analysis of electroencephalogram using their own, complicated, Grass’ electromechanical integrator [4]. In 1942 such an integrator was used for the first time to examine human sleep by Knott et al. [5].

Through the following years the spectral analysis of EEG was nowhere to be practically applied. It was caused by the measurement difficulties and the necessity of using specialist, complex and expensive devices.

The spectral analysis of EEG was used again in 1965 by Hord et al. [6]. It was a digital Fourier analysis carried out with the use of a large, expensive and, unfortunately, very slow computer.

A significant breakthrough in the power spectral analysis of the signals took place after 1965, when Colley and Tukey developed the fast Fourier transform algorithm (FFT), which was a modification of the Fourier transform algorithm that considerably shortened the time of the calculations [2]. With the employment of fast Fourier transform FFT and new, fast and cheap computers the spectral analysis has become widely accessible for sleep researchers, also online.

In 1991 the European Sleep Research Society published a Consensus Report [7]. The authors underline the superiority of the automatic analysis over the visual one, especially with regards to the slow wave sleep stage (former S3 and S4 stages, currently N3). They claimed that in pharmacology for the sleep presentation both hypnogram and the power spectrum of EEG signal must be used. Additionally, they advised using the spectral analysis for the physiological sleep research.

It should not be omitted that there exist other methods of signals spectral analysis [8], however the Fast Fourier Transform is the most commonly used in the EEG examinations.

The application of spectral analysis in the research of sleep allowed different ways of presenting EEG.

One of the first techniques of displaying the power spectrum of EEG signals was the Compressed Spectral Array (CSA) presented by Bickford and Billinger [9]. Via a pseudo-three-dimensional way, it showed the results of the FFT analysis in the form of the power of EEG signal in a function of its frequency for consecutive epochs of sleep recordings. Although the results of the power spectrum were fully displayed, the technique was difficult for interpretation and applied practically for the reason of their number (the presentation of an overnight recording contained nearly 1000 diagrams). Similar was the case of a later, simplified, two-dimensional version – Density Spectral Array (DSA) [10].

Salinsky et al. (1987) presented the Color Density Spectral Array (CDSA) - a multicolor, graphic representation of sleep [11]. They followed the idea of an EISA-gram described in 1968 by Tönnes who showed dominant frequencies in an EEG recording [12]. In the CDSA technique, Salinsky et al. [11] used the spectral analysis of an EEG from a polysomnogram. Using FFT they calculated the power spectra of the registered signals. The results were presented graphically in a form of frequencies marked with various colors depending on the power of the signal. The representation of sleep with the use of CDSA was not legible enough; therefore, it has not gained popularity. The technique of CDSA was modified by Pracki et al. (2008) and owing to that it has became much more accurate and legible [13].
However, it still contained simplifications and showed the power spectrum in a partial way.

The authors suggest their own, original and accurate but at the same time simple way of presenting EEG signals – Color Voltage Array (CVA) which uses the spectral analysis FFT of the polysomnogram EEG signals.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

In this research an overnight sleep recordings on 56 healthy volunteers of both sexes (42 women and 14 men) at the age of 19-27 (mean 23.58; SD 2.88) were conducted.

It used the polysomnogram computer analysis system – Somnoscan Plus [14, 15] to register two EEG derivations (C3-M2, C3-01), two EOG derivations for the left and right eye as well as one submental EMG derivation.

The recordings of 30-seconds, 49572 epochs polysomnographic were visually analyzed and hypnograms were created [1, 16, 17].

Next, the obtained hypnograms were used for the computer spectral analysis of EEG signal. For the C3-M2 derivation (former C3-A2), sampled with the frequency of 120 Hz and resolution 12 bits, the power spectra were calculated through fast Fourier transform FFT for 5-second blocks of data with a resolution of 0.2 Hz. The power of each 30-second epoch of the polysomnogram was counted out of the six 5-second blocks of data with the application of segmental smoothing in order to improve the accuracy of the analysis. In order to diminish the blur of the function of not overlaying, Hann’s window was employed [15, 18].

The power of EEG signal was counted within the range of the following waves: delta - δ (0.4-4.0 Hz), theta - σ (4.0-8.0 Hz), alpha - α (8.0-12.0 Hz), sigma - σ (12.0-14.0 Hz) and beta - β (14.0-25.0 Hz). For the successive epochs of polysomnograms, root-mean-square (rms) voltages were calculated which (wave range). The rms voltages were the square root of the EEG signal power. Such procedure was applied in order to increase the legibility of the results. Otherwise the small indexes would be practically unnoticeable [13, 15]. Similar results may have been obtained through the logarithmic scale; however the interpretation would be significantly more complicated. The total rms voltage was calculated as a square root of the total power of EEG signal for all the examined epochs of polysomnogram. The ratio of particular ranges wave voltages to the total EEG voltage of epochs was calculated as a percentage of the voltage of given waves out of the total EEG signal.

**RESULTS**

Cumulated stripes with the percent value of voltage for a given epoch were drawn for successive waves beginning with the waves of the lowest frequency and marked with experimentally accepted colors: delta – blue, theta – light blue, alpha – red, sigma – yellow and beta – green. First, the blue stripe for delta waves was drawn beginning from the lowest and moving to the highest values. Then the next wave - light blue stripe for theta waves towards higher values beginning from the end of the previous wave – delta waves stripe etc. to finally obtain the value of 100% (Fig. 1).
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**Fig. 1. Example overnight hypnograms (HPN) and the corresponding Color Voltage Array (CVA) displays of the C3-M2 derivations: (A) of a healthy adult (female); (B) of an adult (male) suffering from insomnia. X axis – time of the recording (EEG waves markings: delta – blue, theta – light blue, alpha – red, sigma – yellow and beta – green; descriptions are in the text)**

**Ryc. 1. Przykładowy całonocny hipnogram (HPN) oraz przebieg Color Voltage Array (CVA) dla odprowadzenia C3-M2: (A) dorosłej, zdrowej kobiety; (B) dorosłego mężczyzny cierpiącego na bezsenność. Oś X – czas rejestracji (fale EEG oznaczono: delta – niebieski, theta – jasno niebieski, alpha – czerwony, sigma – żółty i beta – Zielony; opis w tekście)**

Figure 1 shows example hypnograms and corresponding Color Voltage Array presentation (C3-M2) of a healthy adult (female, 22 years old) (Fig. 1A) and an adult (male, 27 years old) suffering from insomnia (Fig. 1B). In both cases the accordance of the CVA displays and their hypnograms is clearly legible.
During the awakening stage (W) there is a higher amount of alpha (red) and theta (light blue) waves, whereas during REM stage the amount of alpha (red) and theta (light blue) waves decreases. With the sleep getting deeper (stages N2 and N3) there is a noticeable increase in the amount of delta waves (blue) and decrease in beta waves (green). Also, the beginning and ending of sleep is clearly legible (Fig. 1B).

In order to verify the correctness of the sleep presentation with the use of the suggested CVA technique, it was examined whether the voltages of the successive ranges of waves differ in particular stages of sleep and awakening. Statistical r-tests were applied in this examination [19]. The calculated percent values of EEG waves voltage and the number of epochs for particular stages are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Waves %</th>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Delta</th>
<th>Theta</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Sigma</th>
<th>Beta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zawartość fal %</td>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td>N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>44.72±21.74</td>
<td>63.36±11.63</td>
<td>63.06±15.39</td>
<td>71.57±11.95</td>
<td>89.52±5.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>16.60±10.82</td>
<td>20.18±6.95</td>
<td>16.21±8.07</td>
<td>13.78±5.89</td>
<td>6.62±3.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>25.44±15.74</td>
<td>9.83±5.91</td>
<td>12.04±8.54</td>
<td>7.25±4.33</td>
<td>2.29±1.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>3.66±2.26</td>
<td>2.31±1.29</td>
<td>2.81±1.89</td>
<td>5.07±4.78</td>
<td>0.95±0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>9.59±6.59</td>
<td>4.32±2.79</td>
<td>6.37±4.96</td>
<td>2.35±2.38</td>
<td>0.62±0.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the delta waves (δ) voltages, there are statistically significant differences among their average values (t for average values, P<0.001) for every stage excluding the relation between N1 and R.

For the theta waves (σ), there are statistically significant differences among the average values (t for average values, P< 0.001) for every stage excluding the relations between the awakening and the stage N1. Comparably for alpha (α), sigma (σ) and beta (β) waves, there were statistically significant differences in average values (t for average values, P<0.001) between the awakening and other sleep stages.

DISCUSSION

The results obtained demonstrate the significant differences in quantity of particular waves between stages of sleep and awakening.

It must be noted that the differentiation between N1, REM stages and awakening is hampered in both the visual and the computer analysis due to the similarity of the stages. On the other hand, the N1 stage covers only a few percent of the total sleep period and is unimportant from the analytical perspective.

The traditional hypnogram shows only 5 stages, whereas the voltages of EEG in the presented CVA technique may take a wider range of values between 0-100% in many various combinations.

CONCLUSIONS

The obtained results fully confirm efficiency of the Color Voltage Array technique in the presentation of human sleep polisomnogram. The CVA displays human sleep in accordance with the original hypnogram but including incomparably more information about the sleep run than the hypnogram itself. After viewing the CVA, an expert has the exact picture of the whole sleep much closer to the reality than in a traditional hypnogram. On the basis of the obtained results, the authors suggest using the Color Voltage Array together with the hypnogram. The informational value of the hypnogram in combination with the CVA increases significantly. Moreover, the CVA technique may be useful for presentation of the human routine EEG.
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